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NEW MEXICO LOBO

Grant

Development: Program Receives

(Editor's Note: The following
article is part of a continuing
series on the activities and
projects of ISRAD (InStitution of
Social Research and
Development). 'Today's article
deals with the Community
Development Program.)
By UNM News Bureau
A housing cooperative in
Mountainair, continued technical
support to the Albuquerque
Building Cooperative,
investigation of possibilities for a
meat packing plant in El Rita, and
an organization in Santa Fe
dealing with problems of youth in
that city are among projects
which will be assisted through a
$111,000 Office of Economic
Opportunity grant to UNM's
Community Development
Program (CDP).
The program, a part of UNM's
Institute for Social Research and
Development, received the grant
for this fiscal year last week.
Create Income
Projects it will support and
assist will be in Albuquerque,
Santa Fe, Torrance county, the
rural areas of northern New
mexico (principally in Rio Arriba
and Taos counties), and the
Mid-West New Mexico
Community Action Agency,
covering the counties of
McKinley, Valencia, Socorro and
Catron.
While priorities are assigned to
projects based on jobs which will
be created or income which will
be produced, there is also an
emphasis on creating leadership
capacity to solve problems in the
communities.
If leaders are developed,
William McKinstry, CDP director,
says, development will lai;t
without a continuing flow of
outside support.
The grant pays for a staff
which includes McKinstry and
four field workers. It also pays
costs of UNM consultants,
although some of the aid given by
UNM costs nothing. That aid is in
the form of help by UNM
students, such as three
architecture students aiding a
cooperative housing project now
underway in Torrance county.
Student Assistance
The housing cooperativ~,
formed by 17 families m
Mountainair, is finding ways to
build or renovate housing using
labor from the families.
Besides the three architecture
students from UNM, who assist in
designing, preparing estimates and
other aspects of the cooperative's
job, the School of Business and
Administrative Sciences at UNM
has also pledged help in
management of the cooperative.
Mountainair, like si~ other
rural towns in Torrance county,
has received $900 in "seed
mone"y" from the' OEO.
Mountainair may plan to use its
grant for the cooperative.
Other towns in the county will
have different projects. Moriarty,
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'Recruiting U

Lenberg, has two classes and two
graduate assistants giving help to
minority group and poverty are11
businesses. Twenty businesses
have been identified by the CDP
to receive this assistance.
The CDP's role ·in northern
New Mexico is more one of
project development. Whel'!. a need
is identified, CDP can help
strengt!).en an organization's
capacity to work on it and can
VISTA'S
furnish UNM personnel to provide
It has been chosen as a site for expert assistance. In the North,
training VISTA (Volunteers in CDP and other UNM staff
Service to America) recruits, who members work closely with State
will spend three weeks in the Office of Economic Opportunity
town speaking Spanish and learn- personnel in developing projects.
ing Spanish from the 100 to 150 ·
One project at Hernandez is a
people who live there.
result of work done there last
The families will receive room summer by a VISTA associate.
and board money from · tlie There is interest in developing the
VISTA's.
recreational potential of the
At the same time, McKinstry Hernandez area, and CDP will
believes, the training may help assist a local group in ways such as
produce a continuing exchange making contacts with people
with the rural Spanish-American outside the community.
village,
Investigation of the possible
In Albuquerque, CDP will meat processing plant at El Rito is
continue to work with the in early stages, but · CDP may
A 1b u q u e r q u e
B u i I d in g provide similar assistance there.
Cooperative, a part of UNM effort
Youth
to assist minority group business
and business in poverty areas.
Also in the North, CDP has
The building cooperative helped seek funds for a federation
exemplifies the stress of the CDP of cooperatives, assisted with a
on producing lasting effects.·
possible feed lot cooperative in
While it originally trained a Rio Arriba county, and sought to
poverty area group in building develop corporate structures for
trade skills, it has expanded to land acquisition and development
include training in broader areas · in Talpa (near Taos) and
of management.
Medenales (near Espanola).
The cooperative has made
In Santa Fe CDP is helping
some profits, and these h11.ve been deveop a Youth Directions
applied to other poverty area Committee which will deal with
problems. Funds are available for problems such as juvenile
purposes such as posting bail probation and use of narcotics.
bond, and they have.been used to
While the Youth Directions
finance a custom ~:hoe business Committee is not economically
operated by one of the members. oriented, other projects in Santa
Fe are.
One is a cooperative for selling
Fumish Personnel
soap, which employes 16 people.
One UNM business professor, Customers are St. Vincent's
Dr. Howard Finston, has assigned Hospital, the Santa Fe Fire
graduate students to help the Department, and Santa Fe City
cooperative. Another, Dr. Robert Hall.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word miniWHERE: Journalism Building, Room
mum• ($1.40) per time run. If ad ill to
159, afternoons preferably or mail.
run five or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate is reduced to 5c
Classified Advertising
per word and the minimum number of
UNM P.O. Box 2U
words to 10.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
TERMS: Payment must be made in !ull prior to insertion o! advertisement-
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Thursday, October 30
ARMY & Am FORCE EXCHANGE
SERV1CEl-Acctg., Arch./ME, Bllil, Ad·
min., Math, Econ., Ind. 1\el., Psychology,
Audit, Marketing
ARTHUR' ANDERSEN & COMPANYBusiness Admin., Acctg., Law
AMERICAN GENERAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.-All majors
MONTGOMERY WARD-Gen. Bus., Rc·
tailing or Econ., Liberal Arts for Jr.
Manngement .Trainee, Eus., Liberal Arts,
Fin., Mnth., Econ. for Credit Management
-Acetg., Audit for Controllct & Auditors
J, M. HUBER CORPORATION-ChE,
ME (BS, MS)
Frlday, October 31
ARMY AND ·Am FORCE EXCHANGE
SERVICE-Acctg,, Arch./ME, Bus, Admin.,
Math, Ec!>ll,, Ind. Rel., Psychology, Audit,
Marketing
TOUCHE, ROSS & COMPANY-Acctg,,
Finance

PERSONALS

DO YOU BITE your nails? Would you
like to stop? A limited number of people ·are being accepted_ in an ~XJJeriment
to stop nail biting. Under the auspices
of UNM Psychology Dept. Call Mr.
Stephen, 277-2103 for nppointm<!nt, 11/6
SHOP for your Christmas gifts at the
SHIRE LEATHER SHOP. Pants, skirts,
shirts, vests. NE comer o£ Edith and
Candelaria. 11/4
BICYCLE STOLEN: red, Huffy Mark X,
from Okies Friday 24th between 9-12:00
p.m. Any infonnation please call 2431673. No questions asked. 11/3
DEADLINE for inserting elMsiflcd 3:30
p.m.-will go in next day's Lobo.

69 MIRAGE are now on sale !or $5-rm.
205, Journalism Bldg.
THUNDERBmD taking contributions !or
art: drawings, vaintingst lithographs,
sculpture etc.. Rm. 168, Journalism
Bldg. Grad. students included.
AR'l'ISTS: great opportunity to work !or
experimental l)ublication. Come by room
205, Jourrtalism Bldg. or call 27-4102
!rom 9-5.
YEAR-OLD registered Beagle bitch to
give away. 344-8306.
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Rccroiters representing the £ollowing
companies or agcnciea will vlslt tho Center
to interview candidates for positions;

APACA INC.
MOVING & STORAGE
Global.Va" Li"t!t A.ge"t
AU Types Moving & Storage
Moving Is Our Only Bul#nea
· J.O:or Free Estimate~
Call 255-6364-

for example, plans ·to use its
money for a day care center,
which CDP may help organize.
In each of the towns, CDP can
fumish advice on developing
projects with effects which will be
long-lasting.
' One Torrance county town,
Tajique, will receive another
economic boost through an OEO
project,

LOST&FOUND

FOUND: leather case with key on lawn
outaide Sara Reynolds Hall, morning of
Oct. 28. 842-1359.
LOST: 5 mo. old Weimaraner pUp. Light
btown short hnh·-. floppy cars, gray_ eyca.
Four childr<!ll hurting. Reward. Call College Inn 243-2881 or 842-5944. 11/3
FOUND: 1969 Valley ltigh Class Ring,
girls red storte. Call 299-6940.

1
WALLET LOST. Sentimental vn ue. ID
267-86-8506, No qu.,tions. Call 242-4279.
")

SERVICES

il

------.....,-------

TUTORING: F'rench-convcrsation and
101-102. After 4:30 and weekends,
842-9698. 11/5
IRONING---humune rates, pickup and delivery, Bagworm a7ld Wnsherwoman Ltd.
247-8737. 11/6

C::O:::L;-:L;-:E:::G:::E:-':IN::':::-N~B:-:A"::R:::D:::E:::Rc::S:::li:::O:::P:--o=l'fe-r7in-g

regular hnircuts,. razor eut.sj styling. 243 ..

0003.

COIN LAUNDRY-Open 24 hrs. 7 dnys a
Wl!ek. 610 Central S~. 10/31
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Important Results
The VISTA associates program
was terminated in September.
Unlike :regular VISTA volunteers,
VISTA associates worked only
during a summer,
While OEO payment of the
associates stopped ·at the end of
the summer, most have remained
active on their own in a similar
work. McKinstry estimates 90
percent have continued to

History Lecture
Internationally recognized
Soviet authority Dr. Robert F.
Byrnes will present a lecture on
"The Future of History" at 8 p.m.
today in the Kiva.
Byrnes is a Phi Beta Kappa
Visiting Scholar. For the past nine
years he has directed the academic
exchange program between
American universities and the
Soviet Union.

participate in organizations whose
aims are similar to those of
VISTA.
While CDP's · programs 11re
justified by pointing out how they
help work out problems in
poverty ·areas, UNM's
participation may have important
results for the University.
. The assignment of three
business classes to CDP projects
and work done by architecture
students in another project,
McKinstry points out, is an
important step in making
university 'classes more relevant to
what is happening off campus.

Thursday Film
Preston Sturges' "Sullivan's
Travels" will be the featured film
of the University of New Mexico's
La Societe du Cinema tomorrow
(Thursday) night at 7 in the
Student Union Building Theater.
Admission is by season
subscription to the series of film
classics or on a seats available
basis at 50 cents per person.

OKIE'S

10¢ BEER

RENT-A-TV
$1.00 a day
Free Pick Up And Service
No Dcpoait
Lower 111onthlv nate

EMPLOYMENT

CAN USE two undergraduate men, with
car to he!~ in my work. 25 hr. $66.01
to atnrt. Call I•'rldaY 3·5 p.m. only.
247-9003. 10/30
WANTED: Occasional babysitter tor 5
month old, at resfd(!Jtcc. Call 255·4778.
10/30
PART-TIME GIRT, FRIDAY: Two out•
standing young Indies needed, Must be
wiUlng to learn orchids. Hard work nnd
responsibility but plelll!ant surroundings.
Call 255-2415. 10/30
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Amendments to the ASUNM
constitution that would include
graduate students in ASUNM
goverance, establish a
proportional system of levying the
student activity fee, and form an
elections supervisory commission
will be voted on in a special
referendum election next
Wednesday.
The amendments will provide
an extra four graduate student
senators, to be elected at a special
election by the graduate student
body, to serve "until the spring
general election of 1970." The
four extra positions will remain
open to any student until ~pring
1971 when the "membership of
the Senate will revert back to its
normal membership of 20."
Eligibility Requirements
Eligibility requirements for

graduate applicants for ASUNM
president and vice-president are
outlined, Graduate candidates for
ASUNM president must have been
enrolled for "at least three
consecutive semesters" with 21
earned hours of credit.
Applicants for ASUNM vice
president must have been enrolled
for at least two consecutive
semesters and have 15 earned
hours of credit. In either case, the
student must have maintained at
least a 2.0 grade average.
One amendment requests that
"the amount of the student
activity fee to be paid by a
student enrolled for less than
twelve class hours shall be
one-twelfth of the full amount for
each class hour taken." All
students paying the full or

MISCELLANEOUS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS .. Playboy, American Astrology, Art . News, nil major
mnJ~Mines. Sec American Bank or Commerce in SUD for subscriptions from
UNM student repres'entatlv.a. 11/5

kapy karner
High SpNd XEIIOX COPIE5-8c--No Limit
special rates for dluertatlons-requfred paper supplied free
SIMMS BUILDING other location• !n Wlnrock Center,
National Building &. 120 Modelra NE

Liason Committf;le

A liaison committee between
Senate and the graduate student
body, the Graduate Student
Union (GSU) would be set up
with six voting members elected
by the graduate student body,
two faculty members appointed
by the faculty policy committee,
and one undergraduate member of
Senate.
The GSU's functions are listed
as "advisement of the dean of the
graduate school, "investigation of

the differences of conflicts
between graduate students and
ot~e~ segments of the university,"
revision and review of graduate
curricula and promotion of
"graduate stude1't participation"
in student government.
Graduate Poll
Since many graduate students
are not members of ASUNM the
' al
proposed consti tu t ion
amendments as approved by
Senate include a poll of graduate
students on the issues affecting
them at the time of the elections
with the "results made available
to the faculty and the Regents."
No n-ASUNM undergraduates
will be polled on the question of
the change in activity fee
structure.
'l'he final amendment would
establish an election commission
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Faculties Should Help Govern
Says Phi Beta Kappa Scholar
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5:45,

7:45 and 9:50

where the heads of all nations meet

University faculties should
move into the area of college
governance, and seek to strike a
more equitable balance of
research and instruction, said
Professor Robert Byrnes,

••

fl(,A_

-ALECE'S

RESTAURANT~~

Lobo photo by

Brynes

Ch~ster

Painter

Professor Robert Brynes
visiting Phi Beta Kappa scholar'
said in a lecture last night
historians must set up "a better
balance" . between research and
instruction.

Says Curry at RHC Meeting

re-organizations of university
governance. Faculties will be
working on their own budgets,
possibly electing deans, and
college presidents for fixed terms,
Brynes said.
University _of Indiana history
"A fixed term is as about as
instructor, in a lectu1·e last night. much as any man can sLand. I
This year's guest in the Phi think all of us feel the ground is
Beta Kappa annual "visiting shifting under our feet, many of
scholar program, Byrnes spoke to the old values and institutions are
an audience of 100 in the Kiva on changing," he said.
the topic, "The Future of
Brynes cited the rapid growth
History."
of the numbers of students,
Brynes is a specialist on Soviet universities, and doctoral
and East European studies.
programs in the last ten years at
"For many year's faculty an indication of "the best of
members have not wanted to times" now being enjoyed by
move into the area of higher education.
administration. It is time
More Students
consuming. But I think the
"There are now about seven
benevolent despotism on the part million students in American
of administrations will undergo colleges and universmes where
chan·ge," he said.
there were about th:ree million ten
"There will be a sharp series of years ago," he said.
"If a scholar in any country
wants to get ahead, to advance, he
comes to the United States. Our
libraries have improved
fantastically," he said.
The problems of this rapid
growth are those which have made
this "the worst of times" for the
· history profession. "Massive
overspecialization," reluctance to

Legislators Will Support U
•COLOR by Deluxe

HI265·4575
LAN~).
POSITIVELY LAST WEEK
Open 1:00
Featurt! ot

1:35 3:45 5:50 7:55 10:00

CANNES FILM FESTIVAL WINNER

eas!l RideR
''"""'.PETER DENNIS
FONDA HOPPER
liN COLOR!
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0 0
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JACK NICHOLSON
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Central At University

Color Available

I

to "certify results" of ASUNM
elections.
Committee Makf;l-Up
The committee would consist
of the ASUNM vice-president and
president, and five students, one
to be a senator not running for
re·eleQtion, The five are to be
appointed by the ASUNM
president for a one-year term, and
confirmed by Senate.
The polls will be open from 8
to 4 p.m. Wednesday, Nov. 5.
Ballot boxes will be set up in the
engineering complex, the
education complex, Hokona an:;!,
Coronado dining halls, and the
Greek housing area. Twa ballot
boxes will be set up in the Union,
If ratified by the electorate,
the amendments must be
approved by the faculty and the
Regents before they are binding.

NEW

Pizza Slices 15¢

Buck's 2~ 5 ~entals

LOBO
265-4759

part-time activity fee will be
considered ASUNM members
under the new fee structure. The
change will make graduate
students carrying less than 12
hours, or part-time undergraduate
students, eligible for ASUNM
membership.

Every Wed. 5-6 PM

BMW JSETTA. $40. Call 296-2418. 11/4
LIGHTBULBS on sale by Phi Delta Theta!
Will deliver. Let the Phi Dells light
your way. 243-0066.
MARTIN o-ts guitar .with soft shell ease,
excellent condition. $180. 27-5468. 11/5
1961 CHRYSLER NEWPORT. Great cortdiUon.. air conditioning, 2 spkr. radio.
344-3654 after 4 pm.
Now on our tables-new shipment of oUI"
fantotl5 reduced non-fictiort boola!, halfprice paperbacla!, and beautiful new
bargain books. Also tiU Christmos 5%
discount on new current books on our
shelves. QUIVmA BOOKSHOP. 2128
Central SE.
1965 Mustang. Excellent condition. Call
842-8565 after 7 p.m. 11/3
FOR SALE: 1942, 45 Harley Davidson
with extended front end, custom ttea.t,
bar and tank set up. Top end recently
worked over.. Needs n. few Very minor
iobs done. $218. Owner also is looking
for a Harley rigid frame for a 74.
Phone 277-l;Oil Grant after 6 p.tn. Monday through Thursday and Sundny afternoon.
1951> PORSCHE speedster, good condition.
$1000. 243·5488.
USED 1969 BMW 2002. White with blue
interior. 18,000 miles; very good condition. Contact Gerhard Motors, 256-5649,
PAIR HEAD GS 190's mounted, NeVada
toe, brand new rotomat heel. $100.
. :Margaret 243-1438. Long thongs, 10/31
'6ti PLYMOUTH FURY III, 383. ILoaded.
New tires. $1250. 243-7168.
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Constitutional Amendments Include Graduate Students in Governance

FORSALE

·"

;

Another CDP project in Santa
Fe assists in leadership
development for people working
in the Concentrated Employment
project there.
CDP in the past has
administered other programs, such
as training of rural Mexican youth
for leadership in their villages, and
supervision during the past th\·ee
summers of the VISTA associates
program.

Special Elections Will Be Held on Nov. 5.

PARTIAlLY

PILMED IN

HEW MEXICO

ASUNM President Ron Curry said last
night he thought the legislative investigating
committee would vote 4-2 in favor of UNM.
Curry, in a speech before the Residence
Halls Council (RHC) said, "If the committee
makes no rash moves, in two years the
investigation will be just history."
In other action, RHC heard a plan to
establish a "100-level sex education course"
and adopted their 1969-70 by-laws.
Possible Tie
Curry said he believed the investigating
committee would, after they have sifted and
studied all evidence, vote not to take action
against UNM. "Although," he added, "a 3-3
tie vote is possible.
Curry did not say which legislators he
thought would vote to take action against
the University.
The investigating committee was formed
by the legislature last spring in reaction to
the teaching of Lenore Kandel's "Love Lust
Poem'' in a freshman English class. 1'he
committee was set up to investigate all of
the state's universities but has aimed most of
its investigation directly at UNM, CUrry said.
Se" Education
The plan for a freshman-level sex
education course was introduced by Santa
Clara delegate Vickie Carnahan. She told the
Council the present sex education courses.
offered by the University ·are all part of the

College of Education and are open for credit
only to education students.
The recommendation, which was
introduced in the form of a bill, was not
acted upon.
Miss Carnahan said her bill would be a
petition to the faculty to establish the new
course. Under her plan the course would be
administered by a department in the College
of Arts and Sciences.. She did not specify ·
which department she thought should.
administer the course.
Parliamentru.ian .
"Currently, all sex education courses are
division level
taught only · as upper
courses," she said. The new course would be
the only lower-level course of its type.
RHC also voted to adopt their 1969-70
by-laws.
Included in the by-laws are provisions for
scholarship, social-culture, budget, steering,
and publicity and promotions committees.
The Council also voted to add a
"non-voting parliamentarian" to the RHC to
interpret the constitution as required. The
action requires approval of the residents in
each dorm.
In other action, a "casin·o night" to be
held Feb. 13 was added to RHC's list of
.activities this year. The· event is to be
sponsored by the RHC 'social-cultural
committee.

use new techniques, and the
proliferation of new universities
and programs waters down the
quality of teaching."
Mass Media
"The mass media and television
probably have more influence on
the population of New Mexico
than all the state universities, We
must recognize them as.~~
substitute for history," he said. ·
"In this rapid growth, the
consumer, the student, has been
forgotten. The idea of the best job
being the job in which the least
teaching is done musf be
changed," Byrnes added.
"We must give more thought to
the student. We must increase
productivity of the teacher and
get away from the idea of
promotion based on pages
(published)," he said.
"I think we are all glad the
students are finally beginning to
£rlticize the quality of teaching "
he said.
'
"Today's students are more
political, so are the faculty.
However when the corporate
body of the university takes
political action they are open to~
the proper political
counterattack," he said.
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Lobo photo by Chester Pa!ntet

RHC

Ron Curry told RHC last night
he thought the legislative
investigating committee would
vote in favor of UNM.
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The New Melllco Lobo is published
daily every regular week of the Univer•
sity year by the Board of Student Pub·
l!cations of the Associated Students of
the University of New Mexico, and is not
financially associated with UNM. Printed
by the UNM Printing Plant with second
doss postage paid at Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 87106, Subscription rate is $7
for the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the editorial
pages of The Lobo ore those of the
author
Unsigned
that
of the solely,
editorial
board opinion
of The is Lobo.
Nothing necesscuily represents the views
of the Associated Students or of ihe Unl·
versify of New Mexico,

Editorial

Disaffiliate With WAC
" In a resolution passed unanimously last demonstration .. He has since changed the
Wednesday the Student Senate has gone on rules and said the remaining members of the
record as favoring severing of ties between team could take part in any demonstration
UNM and the Western Athletic Conference if so long as they did not do it on the playing
Brigham Young University is allowed to field. But at any rate, Eaton said, the 14
blacks earlier dismissed would not be
remain in the conference.
The resolution, which is being sent to all permitted to rejoin the team.
The Wyoming incident is only the latest
members of the WAC, correctly states the
presence of BYU in the WAC continually in a long series of similar incidents and
creates filtuations. whereby the religious protests directed against BYU's racial
freedom of the Mormons is placed in· an practices. .M.lcf:. unless something is done
incompatible position with the civil rights of about BYU's membership in the WAC it will
black athletes in the other member schools. be only the first of several similar incidents
BYU itself does not have this problem this year.
The Senate resolution asks the WAC
because it scrupulously avoids the
officials' to discuss the matter when they
recruitment of black athletes.
meet
next week in Denver. WAC
In the resolution, the Senate asks the
WAC to expel BYU because that school's Commissioner Wiles Hallock has said the
bontinued presence as a member of the entire BYU question will be the first item on
conference creates "prejudicial actions" the agenda at the meeting.
But the WAC has always failed to take
taken against black athletes when they
action
against BYU in the past. Indications
protest being called inferior -something the
are
that
they will continue to refuse to take
Mormon Church, and BYU, ardently believe ..any action on the problem.
The latest incident at Wyoming where 14
If our assessment of the WAC officials is
black football players were kicked off the correct that leaves only one choice for UNM
team because they had the temerity to wear - withdraw from the conference. The
black armbands the day before · the resolution is also being sent to the University
Wyoming-BYU game is a case in point.
Regents for action in case the WAC itself
to act. We belive the Regents should
fails
Wyoming coach Lloyd Eaton said he
dismissed the players because he had a rule support the Senate action and move to
against )lis players participating in any disaffiliate with the WAC.

Lobo Review

"!~Black· Is'
By STEPHEN PART
Grove Press has a new book
out that tells it like it is ( oh, how
I tried to avoid using that awful
phrase) and, unfortunately, how
it's going to be in America for
quite some time.
"Black Is" by Turner Brown,
Jr., with well thought out and
executed illustrations by Ann
Weisman, takes one hell of a slam
against. the hypocritical attitude
of so many Americans concerning
"race relations,"

Slains Hypocrisy

The l;)ook is often humorous -·
though sickly, sadly so. It plays
up the shallowness of the media
controlled tastes of "spender
America" - "Black is being issued
a credit card from a pawn sh()p"
- the American Dream still is
buying, spendin~, credit, cash,
haul those possessiOns home ..
"Black Is" is the kind of book
that has the right ~ttitude "but" •
The "but" is: the price of
publishing, distribution,

advertising, etc. may well be going
to improve some of the conditions
dealth with in the book, but
Grove is still a capitalist venture
and I wonder how much of the
buck twenty-five actually makes it
to the ghettos.
If you're a concerned
individual, rather than sadly
laughing over "Black Is," make
sure that buck twenty-five goes
directly into helping someone send it to the ACLU, the NAACP
Legal Defense Fund, or even the
Brothers of the Good Shepherd.

PENTA,ON

The Tangled Wire
(A Biased Analysis)
By l{EN MARLOWE
Sen. Edward Kennedy admits that youths rich enough to
ht're a lawYer are "buyt'ng thei"
way out of war" through le~al
.u.
·loopholes in the nation's draft system. Hershey, now With
time to go over and bug Congress, says simply that the draft
f
·
' d
t
system works. If too much re orm IS carne ou , says
Hershey, "E'irst thing you know we won't have any armed
forces."
Vassar officials will "make no concessions under duress."
Fifty black coeds have taken over the school's administrative
offices, hut plasses continue.
.
Much Ado About Bombmg
In Paris, the U.S. has proposed that the number of
negotiators be reduced from 52 to 16, and that the U.S.,
Hanoi, the NLF and the Saigon regime continue to discuss
the war "in secret." The NLF wants to talk to the U.S.
without Hanoi or Saigon sitting in, but that's taboo - they
might accomplish an end to the war.
In Texas, Young Democrats and Young Republicans have
added their voices to those calling for regents' chairman
Erwin's resignation. Erwin, ex-national Democratic
committeeman from Texas and an old friend of former
Governor John Connally, has aroused a bit of anger by calling
for the dismissal of professors, attempting to cut pay raises in
the law school, and calling demonstrators a "bunch of dirty
nothin's." Some of the "dirty nothin's" who marched to
oppose the Waller Creek tree massacre were professors in
architecture, geology, physics and zoology ...
The Massachusetts Supreme Court has granted Sen.
Edward Kennedy's request for a closed-door inquest into the
death of Mary Jo Kopechne. Not only that, but ALL future
inquests in Massachusetts will be closed to the media. And
after they're over, all documents pertaining to them will be
impounded and available only to the attorney general,
appropriate district attorneys, and counsel for persons
involved in the case.
They Represent Whom?!?
On the day Lyndon Johnson left office, the Federal
Government approved $8.5 million in loans to build a nursing
home and apartments on choice real estate in the center of
Austin, Texas.
.Collateral for the loans: the land itself, which had been
given free by the government, and three cash grants from the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare. Delaware Sen.
John Williams: •• ...here we have the government in cash
grants and free land furnishing collateral for their own
loans."

MORNING EDITORS
PHOTOGRAPHERS

•

;

STAFF .

. Sarah l~idlaw
Don Burge
Stephen Part
Charles Wood
.
Sandy Schauer, Sue Harvey
Casey Church, Carolyn Babb, Charles Andrews, Robert Hlady,
Clark Jermain, Lin Morgan, Barbara Morgan, Bob Whittaker,
Simon Ortiz, Jean McAndrews
Karla Kelley, Jean lindsey, Judy lindsey
Chester Painter, Tony louderbough
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Editor:
Price in Liberty
To the Editor:
Of course, you can obtain frell
medical care in Cuba only because
Fidel Castro would not allow any
professional people (i.e. doctors,
engineers, accountants, etcetera)
to leave Cuba during the 1959 1964 mass exodus. Also, I bet we
could have free medical care here,
if we threatened our doctors with
imprisonment and paid them
wages well below poverty level.
I suggest that Mr. Marlowe
(The Tangled Wire; a Biased
Analysis) talk to my Cuban
friends, or in fact, any "cubano
libre." I am certain he will be told
that 'many services can be
performed for free, if you enslave
the creators of those services. In
short, free medical care in Cuba
"no vale el precio en libertad" (it
is not worth the price In liberty.)
Geoffrey Rice

Howarth Answers

NEWS .EDITOR
CAMPUS EDITOR
REVIEW EDITOR
SPORTS EDITOR .
COPY EDITORS
STAFF WRITERS

NEW MEXICO LOBO

To the Editor:
While I appreciate your
concern and your constructive
approach on the issue of an
all-University constitution, I must
ol?j_e9t to part of the editorial in
your October 29 issue.
You say that my
"explanation .•. came only after
Senator John McGuffin ..•
blasted the faculty as reactionary
and bigoted." In fact my
explanation was given at the
faculty meeting on October '1
where r introduced the resolution
which upset Mr. McGuffin.
Similar opinions were expressed
by a number of other faculty
members. I wrote the Bema in the
October 28 Lobo because Mr.
McGuffin apparently did not hear
these explanations if he was at the
meeting, or was misinformed if he
W!IS not present. lt is untortuante
too that the Lobo staff member
who was present apparently did
not hear them either,

I

\

Lettera are welecme, and abould
be no longer than 250 -raa tn>ewrltten, double apaeed. Namt!, tele-

phone number and addn!!a maat be
included, although name wiD be
withheld npen requeot.

I think that we can all waste a
lot of time over discussing
whether Mr. McGuffin's bitterness
is justified or whether there was a
diplomatic blunder in taking the
matter to the Regents. The fact
that the proposal was
"painstakingly formulated over a
period of several months" does
not make it a good one. My
objections to it are not procedural
but substantive, and I did in fact
go beyond them and offer support
for what I believe to be a better
way of achieving the reforms
which most of us believe
necessary: the amendment of the
existing Faculty and ASUNM
Constitutions.
John L.Howarth

.I

Explosive Tests
To .the Editor:
The Laser Electronics and
Explosives Co. (Lexeo for short)
has applied for a special use
permit from the Bernalillo County
Commission for the purpose of
conducting tests o£
militaey·oriented explosive devices
on 60 acres of land in the
mountain area on South Highway
10.
The land is zoned A·l
(agricultural) and is surrounded
by farms and country homes on
small acreages.
The County Zoning and
Planning Staff has recommended
· that the requested be denied but
the County Zoning and Planning
Commission has recommended
that the perrnit be granted. The
testing would create a scriuos
noise nuisaflee and usc valuable
agricultural land. Commercial land
is available.
To urge that it be used attend
the Bef'nalillo County Commission
meeting on Monday, Nov. 3 at
7:80 p.m. in room 105, County
Court House.
James V, Lewis

Hey, the weekend starts tonight;
from 7 PM Friday night through
7 AM Monday morning you c;~
talk anywhere coast-to-coast,
station-to-station for 3 min~tes
/ffi,
for a buck or less.

~Mountain Bell

.

.

J

,.

~-~---------~-----~~~~~~..-.-
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Grotto Club Explores, Rescues
Spelunkers Preserve. Map Mountain Caves

4850 Menaul NE

========== Paid Advertisement

Let's Get It Straight

SEARCH FOR MEANING
Question: I am a young person still searching for meaning in life. I
went to church a few times, but all the preacher talked about was
things that happened way back in Moses' day, or what we should give
toward the church budget. Isn't there more to Christianity than that?
Has it got anything to say to young people oday?
·.Answer: In the first place, you cannot judge Christianity or the Church
by a few sermons sampled at random. Only by attending a faithful
Bible-precahing church regularly will you begin to grasp the meaning
of Christianity and discover what it can do for you. If you are really
in earnest about this, I suggest that you do just that.
Also read the Bible, especially
the New Testament, slowly,
thoughtfully, and prayerfully.
God will give understanding to
those who are earnestly seeking
the truth. Thirdly, seek personal
counselling from the :pastor of the
church you attend-but let me emphasize again that it should be
one where the preaching
. is true
to the Bible.

...

The challenge of following
Jesus Christ is the most meaningfu1 one that can comO' to a. young

By ERIC SERNA
A very much forgotten club on
campus that has a,serious function
in its rescue operations, and an
entertaininl(·one in lts exploration
of cav•i•s is in the ·Sandia Grotto
'cluo.· · · • ·
Though few are aware of the
club's functions, Becky Rohwer,
club president, feels that all who
have come in contact with it have
benefitted.
"Our objectives are not simply
to explore caves,·~ said, Miss
Rohwer, "but also to study, map,
and conserve them."
The club is made up of about
40 members, both males and
females, from "all walks of life,"
she said. This number, however, is
not limited and all who are
interested are welcome.
She said that the club also has
a rescue team which has proved
very effective in the past. Miss
Rohwer recalls of one instance
last year in which the rescue team
helped save a man's life after a
plane crash.
"We are often volunteering our
services," she said, "when we feel
that we can help in a search for a
lost aircraft, human, or whatever
the case may be." Miss Rohwer
says they can do this because they
are trained in this field and know
what to do in such instances.
Sandia Grotto has taken four

person today. Once you accept His
call to come after Him, you will
find yourself beginning to understand what life is all about. Soon
you will be cooperating with God
Himself to make this meaning
relevant in the lives of others. If
you are seeking "self-fulfillment,"
as so many people are today, ponder again the words of that young
man, Augustine, who said, "Lord,
Thou madest us for Thyself, and
we can find no rest till we find rest
in Thee.''

11(14-,
7·

SHE LIKES TO
GO FORMAL •••

COLLEGE AND CAREER

123 Broadway, S.E..

First Baptist Chur<;h

Rodey Will Present:
Fairy Tale Favorite
Four more matinee
performances of the children's
play, "Jack and the Beanstalk,"
will be presented at Rodey
Theatre on the UNM campus this
weekend (Nov. 8-9).
Curtain time for the short
three-act play is 1 p.p1. and again
at 3:30 p.m. on Saturday and
Sunday.
The play opened last weekend
with its first four performances.
For drama department senior
Willard Anderson, the secret of
directing a children's play is
"imagination, and plenty of it."
Like every director, he
bemoans not having enough
rehearsal time to try out all his
ideas. But time has not prevented
him and his cast of 13 from
experimenting with magic effects
that delight children.
And there is plenty of magic in
the old fairy tale favorite - a
beanstalk that sprouts up before
the children's eyes, a scene on the
moon, a hen that lays golden eggs,
and a talking cow.
Direction of the play will serve
as Anderson's senior thesis
project, on which he has worked
closely with Professor Gene Yell.
Previously at Rodey Theatre,
Anderson has acted in '.'Volpone,"
"Becket " and "The Amorous
' season he acted m the
Flea." Last
children's play, "FlibbertyGibbet," under Yell's direction.
"Jack and the Beanstalk" also
serves as senior thesis project for

.

,.,
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Andy Lucero, who is designing
lights under the supervision of
Professor George Schreiber. The
stylized sets are designed by
Professor E. (Skip) Schulte.
. Heading the cast is .James Price
as Jack, with Charles B. Young as
the Giant, and Gretchen Bryne as
the Widow Bess,
Reservations are available at
the Rodey Theatre box office ·
(277-4402) from 2:30 to .5:30
p.m. Tickets are priced at 90
cents.

Women's Club
Faculty Women's Club at UNM
has planned three November tours
of parts of the campus.
A Nov. 7 tour of Popejoy Hall
and the College of Fine Arts will
begin at 9:30a.m.
A tour of the medical schooi
will be Nov. 14 at 9:30a.m.
A law school tour on Nov. 21
will be at 1 p.m.

Tryouts
Tryouts for "The Entertainer,"
a play to be put on by Rody
Theatre, will be held on Monday,
Nov. 3, from 4 p.m. to 5:30p.m.
and 7:30p.m. to 9 p.m.
The play will run from
Wednesday, Dec. 10 to Saturday,
Dec. 13.

Support Lobo Advertisers
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Cburdl Sttvicts
"A church that is n.ot in tEmsion
with its culture 'ls no church at all"
- George Webber

First Congregational Church
Sundays at 9 AM

280 I Lomas NE

St. Thomas Aquinas
Univca~i~ Parish
Masses
Sunday:

i ;-n.c.IUiret J.inlt~
I~ f' r(.Sbvterian

{t

l~

,.1~

University Church
of Christ

~flhurch

1.! __
Worship Servk.e. 9:30
_ _&

lf:oo

Colle9e Supper Club
to be announced in
church bulletin

7:15,8:30,9:45,11:00,12:15 4:30

Daily: 7:00AM, 11:30,4:30
Saturday: 11:30 & 4:30
Confessions heard daily at
11:15 and 4:00. On Saturday at
4:00 till 4:30 and 7:00 ti117:30.·

l
'J

we have it

Dr. Nelson Spratt, professor of
zoology at the University of
Minnesota, is a guest of the UNM
biology department and Phi Sigma
society today.
This evening· at 7:30 he will
speak. at a. Phi Sigma dinner
meetmg at the Downtowner
Motor Inn. His topic will be "The
Role of Genes in Development."

8vetun Wood

823 C?pper Ave. NE at Locust NE

Christian Student
Center
114 Girard N.E.
265-4312
Wed. 9:00p.m.
Sun. 7:30 p.m.

University at Gold, S.E.
242-5794
Sunday: Bible Study 9:30 a.m.
Worship 10:30 a.m.-6:00p.m.

READING

DYNAMICS
207 Dartmouth NE

-r

- ,..""'

265-6761

s~
RENTS TUXEDOS
COMPLETE includes Shirt, Cummer·
bund, Susp_enders, Handkerchief~
Studs, Cufflinks, Tie ond
10.00
Boutonniere. , .

6.50

- ..·tJm.Cr"r~
+
~

Sundays
9:30AM.

FIRST AND GOLD

~ ..l _;~........
·.
·.~·,

. ' -~.i

'• . . ·__- .;,.•;_ .. ,. . . . . Mirei·'
Meleski

247-4347

l:

'I>

-~--"'..,.-.--'--~ ~~-UNMPhotas by

Spelunking

More live
rubber gives
you MORE
Ten·Strike
Action!

~

D
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Individuals majoring in Computer Science, Engineering (Electrical, Mechanical
or Industrial), Mathematics, and Physics will be interviewed by Collins Radio
Company.

NOVEMBER 13, 1969

Pictured are members of the
Sandia Grotto Club on one of
their ·many expeditions into the
cavil'S of New Mexico. The club
travels as a. group on these
expeditions during which the
cavil'S are studied, mapped, and
conserved.

Some facts about Collins:

1

Collins pioneered many of today's data techniques and recently announced a computer-controlled design and manufacturing service for customers.

.

'

2. The company ranks as the largest independent producer of microwave systems.
THIRTY-EIGHTH SEASON
Concert November 6-8:15 p.m.

Ym! SHOULD

ROLL THE
BALL OF CHAMPIONS
Because it's

IV! PERFECTLY ROUND
I.Cl.l perfect within 1/1000"
fVI PERFECTLY BALANCED

DENIS M.de COTEAU
guest conductor
MARl TSUMURA, violinist
guest soloist
Program
Symphony Espagnol~Lalo
Nocturnes-Debussy
~Symphony# 4-Dvorak
RemainingTickets-$5.00, $4.00, $3.50, $3.00, $2.50
•

'

'I,.'

'

Collins serves as the prime contractor on NASA's worldwide Apollo tracking
network.

~ on precision equipment

The Only Ball
Available in
9 Striking Colors!

INTERVIEWS NOV. 5-6

NEW MEXICO
ENGINEERING • MATHEMATICS • PHYSICAL SCIENCES

UNiyi Students-,Y2 Price

TEXAS JNSTRU·MENTS

Tel.-242-7182

INCORPORATED

.

5.

PERFECTLY DRILLED

.

More than 75% of the commercial airlines use navigation/communication equipment supplied by Collins.
The company designs and installs computer systems for the military and for
railroads, airlines and many other industrial organizations.

fVI PERFECTLY FiTTED
I.Cl.l for better control

IVJ

3.

4.

~ for ltuor roll

6.

The company is recognized as one of th'e world's leading manufacturers of
commercial broadcast equipment.
-

All·SPORTS
. ROP~IIES
INC
.

l Collins received the first contract awarded to a single company to design, equip
and build an earth station for satellite communications.

.

2939 Monte Vista NE
(on the triangle)

268-2436

Contact your College Placement Bureau for
additional information.
an equal opportunity employer

•••

Nursery Available

Biological Talk

COAT AND TROUSERS . . ~ . .
YOUTH CENTER.

trips · thus far and hopes to 1attributes this to the hard work
~aintain a pace of about three a , and maturity of club membe~ to
month, she said, Trips are usually learn~ what to do and to ~:"t mto
taken on weekends to some of the practice what they learn.. People
900 known caves in New Mexico, that usually get hurt m ~ave.~
~but sometimes may extend said don't know what they are domg,
. '
sh e sal'd , " we d o, "
Miss Rohwer.
"The beauty and experience of
The club usually trave~s as a
cave exploration is beyond group and never travels Wit~ le~s
imagination," she says. "You than three persons. Th1s IS
learn to know. yourself better standard procedure that the club
because caving subjects you to follows.
.
"It is not unusual f~; beaut~ul
situations where you sometimes
see nothing but blackness and caves to become ugly, she sa1d,
hear nothing but yourself."
"if people disregard their beauty
Or as Jette Feduska, club and fail to conserve t!_lem." That
member, put it, "A cave is as is why the club instills in each of
black as black - the blackest -its members the grotto
black on earth."
philosophy, "Take nothing but
Miss Rohwer. is proud of the pictures - leave nothing but
fact that there has never been a footprints - and kill nothing but
serious accident in this club. She
"
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ByPAf!k~.~m,,B~Mt~in Championship
Pi Kappa Alj,ha successfully
d e f e n d e d the foot b a II
championship of the school by
crushing Sigma Alpha Epsilon
yesterday, 21-0.
The Pikes proved
came to

established dominance over the
SAE's in the opening minutes of
the contest. After the Pike
defense held the SAE offense to
nothing in the first series, Bob
Ortiz ran a punt back to the SAE
line. The

·~~[iiiiiiiiiiiiiii!!Piiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiii!!J!!iiiiiiiiiiiijiiiiiiiiiiiliiiii~~~

,T E R E 0
0 N ·1 C
E n"Y u I p M E N T
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...,....._
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..,

grou~d out the yardage and RICh
Flem_mg scored from the one.
Mike Conway later added two .
to!'chdown passes, one to S~eve
Stillman _and another to Pat KII as
~he. Pikes rolled up an
msunnountable lead.
The SAE's were not f.\ble to
penetrate into Pike territory until
late in the game as the Pike
defense contained the SAE end
sweeps.
·

5003 MENAUL BLVO., N.E.
PHONE

I

.-·tLarge Luneh at OKIE'Si

!

I Large Pizza .. Large Piteher o.I Beer l
•s 12·2:00a $4.40p.m.value
Everyday
iComb•IDed p r i ee $2.
~·Iff
•

I

An . interception by Brian
Conway) (Davids pass from.
Dennard set up the Pike's final
Conway)
score.
Pikes-.Kil 9 pass from Conway
The game was a hard hitting
(Fleming run)
·
battle ~ut relatively penalty free.
Flemmmg was the most consistent
ground gainer and aJso caught a Law School 20, Tewa 6
pass for a 20-yard gain,
Law-Mel Eaves 60 pass from
In the preliminary game for
Richard Reidy (Jim Menzel
third place Law School downed
pass from Reidy)
Tewa in a wild offensive contest Tewa-Charlie Long 3 run (pass
20-6.
'
failed)

Pikl1s·Fleming 1 run (Fleming run)
Pikes-Stillman 3 pass from

S ElE e T

ot·-··-··-··-··:... _. _"'_,,_,,._,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_.,_,,_,,_r

·

Pikes 21, SAE 0

269-4227

' •' ' ' ',...,.,.
STEREO SOUND IS OUR SPECIALTY
Amplifiers: Scott, Harman Kardon, Monarch, Ponosonic
Cor Stereos 8 Track or Cassettes
Tape Recorders: Roberts, Ampex.. and Norelco
Reel to Reel 8 Track and Cassettes
Miracord Record Changers pnd (EMI)
Benjamin Speakers
In All Si2es and Prices
Record Your 8 Track Cartridge or Cossette
Out Of Your Records Free

lt1J;V
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Law·Menzel 10 pass from Reidy
(pass failed)
Law-Chris Phillips 20 run (Reidy
run)

of!
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November 10!

Pike ha1fback Rich Fleming
powel'S past Mike Campbell of
SAE for the first toucl1down of
~he game in yesterday's all-campus
championship. Mark Bakkum, also
of SAE, tries in vain to stop the
score but Pike Bob Myel'S

... "' .,

..

ry Our Delicious
Roast Beef Sandwich
69c
Hen 's
Ham rgers
only

1916 Central

weve
made some
•

1mp~ovements

1nour
showroom.

..t ....- (partially shown at right), throws
a block as the Pikes went on to
win 21·0. "We just couldn't pull
their flags," said a disappointed
SAE defensive coach Greg
Frostenson after the game.
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By CHARLES WOOD
lobo Sport$ editor

Something went a\vry with my prum-reading.Jast week and
·it dropped me to a .667 percentage for the year. I'm trying
the palm of mf other hand this week and horo's "What I
learned.
SAN JOSE 28, NEW MEXICO 24: The Lobos have never
done well against the Spartans. But before this season UNM
had never done well against Kansas either.
WYOMING 9, ARIZONA ST. 7: This game will be the
first real test on whether the loss of 14 Negroes will hurt the
'Pokes. Wyoming's superb defense should pull the Cowboys
through, though.
ARIZONA 32, BRIGHAM YOUNG 31: When these two
offense-minded teams meet, you can expect a track meet.
COLO. ST. 24, UTEP 14: The Miners bow in their fifth
straight defeat.
.
UTAH 21, UTAH STATE 18: The Redskins tomahawk
the arch-rival Utags in a thriller.
AIR FORCE 28, ARMY 14: What is more devastating
than an Anny ground attack? An Air Force air blitz.
MISSOURI 27, KANSAS ST. 7: The powerful Tigers roar
back from defeat while the Wildcats are caught in a letdown.
GEORGIA 17, TENNESSEE 16: The nationally-ranked
Vols are wioed from the unbeaten list.
MISSISSIPPI 16, LSU 14: Wipe another SEC team off
the same list. Albuquerque's Channel 7 will televise the game
Jive Saturday afternoon.
UNM FROSH 28, UTEP FROSH 24: The Wolfpups move
their record to 3-0, but not without a hassle from the
home-standing Burros.

s

Today is Halloween. And
Coach Rudy Feldman h.opes t!'
come up with a bag of tricks this
weekend when he takes his team
to tough San Jose State.
Feldman's Lobos will have to
find the way to San Jose's potent
offense if they're to stand a
chance of winning. But the
Wolfpack will also be bucking a
cul'Se that has haunted them every
Halloween week since 1964.
In 1964, the Lobos traveled
north to tackle powerful
Wyoming at the Cowboys'

L <::>.'iS':. Do'S. ~

homecoming. No one gave them a
ghost of a chance of winning, but
they came home wit~ a 17 ·6
victory. Since that mght, the
Lobos have been sent to the
losers' grave on four different
occasions.
The Halloween jinx began in
1965 when San Jose upset the
Lobos at Albuquerque, 27-7. It
came back during Utah's
homecoming the following year ·
when a poorly rated Ute Club
whitewashed the Wolfpack, 27·0.
It was the fil'Bt time in 38 games
that a Lobo team had been held
scoreless.
But the curse had apparently
only begun. UTEP came to town a
year later slaughtering the
Wolfpack, 75-12, after the Lobos

jEWELERS

"The Unusual as Usual"
6609

OPEN
II A.M.

DAILY

MENAUL BLVD.,

~

N.E.

I
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Fink out on
college food.

~

!
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THE MINI-BUS
SUBARU VAN
What's the matter? You got a problem? Slumlords b·ugging
you? House mother won't wash your socks? Thirty-s~ven people
in the shower just too much? Be your own roommate. All1t takes
is a Subaru.
p.o.e.*

Ourprice,cheap.Notbadforavanthatgehupto

57 MILES PER GALLON

Eat a steak at Bonanza .
Steak dinners $1.29 to $2.89.

Who knows. Even if you just drove it and saved your gas money
you could afford to live someplac.e else. An~ laug_h at you;l.ocal
gas station. After alii he's footmg the b"l. Drtve a mm1-bus
to~ay!
DOWNTOWN IMPORTS, INC.

BOHIRZI

SIN.DIR PIT~

Dick McCauley· Volkswagen

524 FOURTH STREET, N.W.

• Credit terms
2312 Central Sl: opposite Popejoy Hall

·' ...

268-4~.89

.

. dlnmond rlllflll

, e Easy Parking

TELEPHONE

(across Menaul from Coronado Center) .

l
l'

See the 1970 VWs on display af
842-8181

The Lovebright Diamond Ring Co. Takes Pride In Announcing Beauchamp & Co., Jewelers as Their Exclu~iv~
Authorized Dealer in Albuquerque For The Lovebrrglit
Line of Fine Diamond Rings.

$1397

A ..tlge blosson1

The Sedan. The Karmcinn Ghia. The Squareback•. The Station Wagon. The Fastback. And
the YW Diagnosis to help keep the other flve In good working order.
.

Patronize the
LOBO Advertisers

committed a series of miscues that

We dor1t know
about
~~-~~~
bells on
her toes ..
g.,

Six of them.

•

would curl the hair of a dea!} man.
And last year, the winless
Lobos jumped off to a 28-7
first·half lead against Arizona
State. But the curse, or
something, suddenly reached full
size the fina1 half as the Lobos
fell 63·28, on one of the truly
'
terrible
tales of our time.

BUT WE DO
KNOW ABOUT
DIAMONDS

1213 University N.E.
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NEW MEXICO LO:BO

5717 Menaul NE

Phone 265·5272

.

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 87101

* plus d/h and local freight

I
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C L A S S I F I E D A D V E R T I' S I N G
RATES' 7c per word, 20 word miniWHERE: .Tournnlism Building, Room
mum ($1.40) per time run, If nd is to
159, afternoons preferably or mnil.
run five or ntore consecutive days with
no changes the rate is reduced to 6c
Clnssified Advertising
per word and the minimum number of
UNM P.O. Box 20
words to 10,
Albuquerque, N.M, 87106
, TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement.

1)

PERSONALS

DO YOU BITE your nails? Would you
iike to stop? A limited number of peo·p]e are being accepted in an experiment
to stop nail biting. Under the a~pices
of UNM Psychology Dept. Call Mr.
Stephen, 277-2108 for appointment. 11/6

YEAR-OLD registered Beagle biteb to
give away, 344-8306.
Sand and Sun in OLD TOWN is your
headquarters for groovy Leather Pants.
Fringe Jackets, Fringe Vests, and
Fringe Handbngs. 243-7909,
,

3)

NEW MEXICO LOBO
SERVICES

Friday, October 31, 1969

TUTORING: French-conversation and
101-102. .After 4 ;30 and weekends.
842-9698. 11/6
· ffiONING-humanc rntes, pickup and delivery. Bagworm and Washerwoman Ltd.
247-8737. 11/6

USED 1969 BMW 2002, White with blue
interior. 18~000 miJcs; very good condi..
tion. Contaet Gerhard Motors, 265·6549.
PAffi HEAD GS !90's mounted, Nevada
toe, brand new rotomat heel. $100.
Marga~et 243.-1488. Long thongs, 10/81
•r.s PLYMOUTH FURY III, 388. !Loaded.
New tires. $1250. 243-7168.
1967 Dodge Monaco, (our door hardtop,
u 760. 243-0315. 11/7
200 USED TV's, all styles. Save todny.
441 Wyoming NE, 256-6987. 11/27
ROYAL STANDARD TYPEWRITER,
$60, 620 Santa Fe, SE, before no0n.
Bruce Moffitt, 11/6
·

COIN LAUNDRY-Open 24 hrs. 7 days a
week. 610 Central SE. 10/31
TYPING SERVICE: theses, term papers,
disscr41tions, Reasonable rates. Doris
Jackson 296-2648. 11/6
I.OVING CHILD CARE, day ol' night.
My home-4909 Glendale Rr., NW. 2420439. 11/7

SHOP for your Christmas gifts at the
SHIRE LEATHER SHOP. Pants, skirts,
shirts, vests. NE corner of Edith and
Candelaria. 11/4
BICYCLE STOLEN: red, Huf!y Mark X,
from Oklea Friday 24th between 9-12:00
P.m. Any information plense call 2431673. No questions asked. 11/3

SENIOR-Be sure and have your class
picture taken fot• the Mirage. No charge
-three poses, three prints. Cnll 2776743 to schedule it at your convenience,

BMW ISETTA. $40, Call 296-2418. 11/4
LIGHTBULBS on sale by Phi Delta Theta!
Will deliver, Let the Phi Delta )ight
your way. 248-0066.

DEADLINE for inserting classified 3:30
P.m.-will go in next day's Lobo,

2)

MARTIN 0·18 guitar with aoft ahell case,
excellent condition. $180. 277-6468. 11/6
1961 CHRYSLER NEWPORT, Great con.
dition, air conditioning, 2 apkr. radio.
344-8664 after 4 pm.

5)

FORSALE

69 MIRAGE are now on sale for $6-rm.
206, Journalism Bldg.

FOUND: leather CMe with key on lawn
outside Sara Reynolds Hnll, morning of
Oct. 28. 842-1359.

THUNDERBffiD taking contributions for
art: drawings, paintings, lithographs,
sculpture etc. Rm. 168, Journalism
Bldg, Grad. students included.

LOST: 5 mo. old Weimaraner pup. Light
brown .short hair, floppy e8.l"S, gray eyes.
Four children hurting. Reward. Call College Inn 243-2881 or 842-6944. 11/3

ARTISTS: great opportunity to work for
cxper1mental publication. Come by room
205, Journalism Bldg, or call 27·4102
from 9-5.

FOUND: 1969 Valley High Clnss Ring,
girls red stane. Call 299-6940.

Now on our tables-new shipment of our
famous reduced non-fiction books, halfprice paperbacks, and beautiful new
bargain books. Also till Christmas 5%
discount on new current booka on our
shelves. QUIVffiA BOOKSHOP. 2128
Central SE.

WALLET LOST. Sentimental value. lD
267·86·8606, No questions, Call 242-4279.

1965 Mustang, Excellent condition. Call
842-8666 after 7 p.m. 11/3

THUNDERBIRD talting eoutribtltions !or
nrt: d1·nwings, lHJ.inti11g~, lithographs,
sculpture etc~ Um. !58, J ournn1ism
Dldg. Grad. atu<lents inc)ndcd.

Nov. 5 Vote Affects Graduate Students
Two Amendments Designed To Thwart GSC Efforts To Set Up Own Govern1nent

1955 PORSCHE speedster, good cond.ltion.
$1000. 243-6488.

COLLEGE INN BARBERSHOP offering
regular haircuts, razor cuts, styling, 2430003,

THE BASTILLE pre;o:nts Tom'"'K.;:
anaugh of KUNM in concert this Fri~
day and Saturday nights. Shows at
9:30, 10:30, 12 :OO p.m. Corner of Edith
and Candelaria NE. 10/31

LOST & FOUND

FOR SALE: 1U42, 45 Hnr)cy Davidson
with ext.E;md~ front end, custom aen.t,
bar and tank aet up. 'l.~op end recently
~Yorkcd OVCl'. ~eeds a few vcnr minor
Jobs done. $218. Owner nlso is looking
for a Harley rigid frame for a 74.
Phone 277.5011 Grant nfter 6 p.m. Monday throu~h 'l'hursday al;d Sunday afternoon.

6)

"Per biggest name in
Hot Dogs"

The student body will vote this
Wednesday on three constitutional
amendments- two of which will affect the
status of graduate students as members of
ASUNM.
The third amendment will establish an
elections code.
The amendments, known as Senate
Internal Business Numbers 12, 13, and 14,
were passed by the Senate in September
and early October.
Numbers 12 and 13 establish a Graduate
Student Union (GSU) and provide for
graduate student representation in the
Senate. N11mber 13 also provides
procedures for taxing part-time
undergraduate and graduate students.

4201 Central N.E. 265-7410
6901 Lomas N.E. 268·6848
N.E. 268-4147
5810

EMPLOYMENT

WANTED : Occasional babySitter for 6
month old, at residence. Call 266-4778.
10/30
GffiL OR GUY ta sew clothes. Shire
Leather Shop, NE corner of Edith and
Candelaria on the patio. 11/6

7)

(Editor's Note.: This is the first of a
two-part series on the ASUNM
constitutional amendments which will be
voted on Wednesday.)
By DON BURGE
News Opinion

MISCELLANEOUS

STUDEN'l' DISCOUNTS. Playboy, American Astrology, Art News, all major
magazines. Sec American Bank of Com..
merce in SUB for subscriptions from
UNM student representatives. 11/6

OKIE'S

104 BEER
every Wed. 5-6 PM

Pizza Slices 15¢

Country Barn

Graduates Split
Today's article deals with the GSU and
graduate representation in the Senate.

Centra.l At University

Fish Dinner Special
Tender pieces of· Boneless Cod Filet
deep fried to a golden brown, cris~
French fries, tangy tartar sauce and
toast.

LOBO
265-4759
•

Feature: 1:40, 3:40 1 5:45,
7·:45 and 9:50

~Ltrcm:~s

RESTAURANT~~

~~~

'

. ~ "SHARPSATIRF .. .
V!RYFUNNY ..."

ASUNM
FILM COMMITTEE
Saturday 7 & 10 PM
Sunday 6 & 9 PM
IDRequired
' 50¢

12:00
NOON

NOW
SHOW·

.,ALIMONY
JLOVERS
COLOR • AN ADULT MUST

now you can SEE anything you want at •••
,.AUCE'S RESTAURANT:~•• ARID GUTHRIE
ft~twiftt

PAT QUINN •JAMES BRODERICK_*'"'""'"""' Pf:KSEEGER •LEE IIAVS
.lol(Oto*t-...:tO"

•• MICHAEL MC Ct.IHATHAN

COLOR by Deluxe

R UI'II.US
REsrR~aEo-,.......
11.t..M1
... .,;u..r
.....
sw •nfll0111
OU.IJ!Ia..l.lf
jl.uo(IO'f

MILANI>
265-4575
POSITIVELY LAST WEEK
Oo•• i :oo
Feature at

1135 3:~5 5:50 7:55 10:00
FO~ ONLY ADULTS

CANNES FILM FESTIVAL WINNER

Iittk sister

eas!IRideR
"''"''PETER jDENNIS
FONDA HOPPER

A STORY OF FORBIDDEN LOV

JACK NICHOLSON

3211 Central N.E.
Special Midnight Show, Fri. Sat. Men
Come Drearn With Me

qnly

The United States must
"repudiate" its Vietnam policies
and recognize Red China to "live
up to its commitment to the UN,"
said former Oregon Senator
Wayne Morse at the Albuquerqul'
United Nations Day banquet
Saturday night.
Morse spoke on "The
Potentialities of the UN in
Resolving Conflicts in the 70's" to
some 350 members and guests of
the Albuquerque Chapter of the
United Nations Association in the
Union ballroom.

peacekeeping functions and
nations submitted to UN
obligations of the United jurisdiction. "UN action in Cyprus
Nations," Morse said.
succeeded in stopping the spread
"To live up to its UN
of a war that would not have
commitment the United States stayed in the area.".
must repudiate its policies in
Morse brought up the "lines of
Vietnam. Vietnam is costly in
communication open betwE'en
prestige to the United States on
U.S. President Kennedy, and
the floor of the United Nations.
Soviet Premier Kruschev during
We must refresh ourselves to our the Cuban missile crisis of 1962
commitment we made in San and credited them with averting
Francisco. We cannot have our war. Drawing a comparison with
signature on the charter and U.S. refusal to recognize Red
violate it," he said.
China, Morse said we "cannot deal
Morse callei:i for U.S. with Red China by isolationism."
withdrawal from Vietnam and
"International Outlawry"
Cannot Drop Curtain
Lobo photo by Chester Painter
surrender of the peacekeeping
functions
to
the
United
Nations
Bill Pickens, standing,
The United States is guilty of
"We cannot drop our own
Moratorium Day Committee "international outlawry" in its forces.
curtain against the most populous
Chairman, yesterday outlined four continuance of unilateral action in
nation in the world. It is the
Moratorium
"No Peace"
possible stands Nixon might take Vietnam and is the party "most
country we will have to deal with
"There will be no peace unless in Asiatic affairs."
on the Vietnam war.
responsible of deterioration of
the United States stops its policy
There is not the slightest
of arming countries and selecting justification for our involvement
the governments to arm. This has in Vietnam. There is no hope for
been one of the great causes of survival of any great power today
the spread of communism in that does not lay down its arms,
many parts of Latin America. We and there is one as guilty as the
have entrenched military juntas," United States of international outsaid the former member of the lawry," he said.
Senate Latin American Affairs
Troop committment to "police
states like Thailand" have been
'l'he UNM Vietnam Moratorium Day Mexico at the rally to be held in Washington, sub-committee.
The past actions of the UN brought about by executive
Committee yesterday planned to respond to D.C., Pickens said. They plan to travel by must be used "to build future supremacy
in government.
President Nixon's speech on Vietnam. The bus, but the possibility of chartering a plane ones," he said. He then cited UN Congress has permitted delegation
was mentioned. The group will present intervention in the Congo, Cyprus of perogative to the executive
speech will be aired nationally tonight.
and Kashmir as times when branch," he said.
The Committee also discussed plans for petitions, signed by New Mexicans who are

Plan Response to Vietnam Speech

Committee Will Answer Nixon

lNG

WOMEN
PAID TO
STAY
SINGLE

No.35

Subject of Morse's Speech

~&A

DIRECTOR

Wed. Thru.
Tuesday
Students $1.50
Phone 265-4675
For Show Times

impossible to ensure programs for graduate
students would be carried out, The
graduate student, they say, has special
problems which only a separate graduate
student government can solve.
Internal business number 13 would
guarantee the graduate students four seats
in the Senate to ensure a voice for the
graduate students. However, the'guarantee
would be in effect for only one semester
and after that the graduates would have to
compete with undergraduate candidates for
Senate representation.
The GSC's position, as argued by Elliott
and McConnell, is that even if the four
seats were permanently guaranteed to
graduate students it would not solve ' 1the
special needs and interests of graduate
students."
They argue "most graduate students
have neither the time nor the interest to
become involved with ASUNM," and that
"most graduate students would still not
identify with ASUNM. '' The ASUNM
Senate, they say, would still be primarily
an undergraduate body concerned with
undergraduate problems.
Their assessment is probably correct.

Red China, Vietnam Policies

Open 1: 15 Dai 1y

ACADEMY
AWARD
NOMINEE!

OPEN

\

··--~----···'·'..·····-'"''-~'/

Monday, November 3, 1969

where the heads of all nations meet

We'll Have Your Order Ready-Call 242-7340

,
"
~ BEST

L.-•...

4850Menaul NE

Eat in our large dining room or take it home

CU/UDf UIOI/tlt

Separation Necessary
The GSC argues that a separate graduate
student government is necessary to
accomplish these goals. In addition, Elliott
and Jim McConnell argue that since the
GSU would not receive any guaranteed
fundinl( it would be difficult if not

(

1
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Regents Approval
The GSU argues against
the
establishment of a GSA when it was beina
discussed by the Faculty Policy Committe:
.last month. The policy committee,
however, approved the separate
government is also opposed by ASUNM
President Ron Curry.
Both the GSU and Curry said they
might argue against the proposal when it is

presented to the Regents at their meeting
this Saturday. The Regents, however, are
expected to approve the separate
government. If the Regents give their
approval the GSA would begin functioning
·next semester.
The proposed GSU, according to the
amendment, would "introduce legislation
in Senate which concerns graduate students
. . . investigate differences or conflicts
between graduate students and other
segments of the university ... to work in
the interest of the graduate student in such
areas as graduate curriculum revision and
inter-disciplinary programs . . . and to
promote the participation of the graduate
student in the affairs of student
government, the University, and the
community as a whole."

NEVV
MEXICO

Every Friday All Day

2400 Central SE Across From Campus

Tomorrow's article will deal with the
election code and the amended taxation
procedures.
In passing internal business numbers 12
and 13 the ASUNM Senate has adopted a
last gasp effort to keep graduate students
in the greater ASUNM student body. The
amendments are clearly designed to thwart
efforts of the Graduate Student Council
(GSC) to establish their own separate
government.
The GSC headed by Dick Elliott has
recently pushed a plan tltrough the faculty
which will allow the establishment of a
Graduate Student Association (GSA). The
move was opposed by the existing GSU
headed by John Heide and Bill Turner.

liN COLOR I

PARTIALLY

FII.MtD IN
NEW MEXICO

SANDY
DENNIS

KEIR
DULLEA
ANNE·

HEYWOOD~r:~
IN D. H. LAWRENCE'S

~
... ayrnbol of the male

this month's national observance of the
moratorium, Nov. 13-14.
Committee Co-Chairman Bill Pickens
outlined four possible stands he felt Nixon
might take in his speech on the Vietnam
war. He said Nixon might outline a complete
withdrawal by a certain date, a large
withdrawal without a complete
commitment, a continuation of present
policies, or an effort to win militarily.
Unacceptable
The group agreed all but the . first
possibility would be unacceptable al_ld wo~ld
require a response. Fiver persons, mcludmg
Pickens volunteered to act as a committee
to draft a response and release it to the
media.
.
· Other matters discussed concerned
actions to be taken in connection with the
national obseJ:Vance of the moratorium, on
both a national and state level.
A group of about 25 peo~le have
expressed interest ~n representmg New

opposed to
congressmen.

the

war,

to

the

state's

Sample Draft
A sample draft of a peition, which was
distributed at the meeting, calls for "an
immediate end to American involvement in
Vietnam, and the return within 90 days of
all New Mexico servicemen now stationed in
Vietnam."
The petition also calls for an indemnity
payment of $10,000 to the family of every
new Mexican killed in the war "as part
payment for unequal and harmful
government policies and practices."
An activity for Saturday, Nov. 15, was
planned around a "people's park," which is
being constntcted in the Valley by local
residents. A representative of the group
involved in the project told the meeting
most of the job of cleating the land has been·
done except for inflammable materials,
which would require fl. large group of people
to carry away.
·

Lobo photo by Chester Painter

Former Senator

I

l\'

Former Oreg·on Senato):',
Wayne Morse, pictured above,
says the United States must
"repudiate" its Vietnam policies.

